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. ,,, power, of
authority, o f
leadership, have
had the effect of
directing hundreds, thousands, and millions of entities into lives of suffering ,
tragedy, sorrow, loneliness and death . Yet the positions of leadership, the position s
of power, the positions of authority justified themselves and justified the system
which made such positions by saying that there mst be a. leader, there must be someone
in charge ; and the positions remained to be filled by whoever could grab that seat o f
power and hold on to that seat of power . The positions were created and the entitie s
sought to fill those positions of power .
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COSMIC AWARENESS is the force that expressed Itse!l through Edgar Cayce . Jesus of Nazareth, the Buddha, Krishna ,
Mesharnmd . and other great avatars who served as 'Channels' inc the 'Heavenly rattn' . and who speaks again today as the
world begins to enter the New Age of spiritual consciousness :snd awalertess Since l t;63 Cosmic Awareness has been communi-
cating through certain carefully trained channels . The information contained herein was received from deep trance states an d
'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .A .C . 'I his inlorniat ton is for those who inherit the New Age, Awareness tells you not
to believe anything, but to question, explore, doubt and discoser tor yourself what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness only in-
dicates ant : suggests .

RESPONSIBILITY__

I'iY T40SE IN PpSITIONS
OFLEADERSHI P	 --toe

AND AUTHORITY-

Ouestioll :

Would Awareness please explain
responsibility in relation to
positions of leadership an d
authority?



This Awareness indicates that there is a difference  responsibility base d

on a position and responsibility  awareness of what is .

This Awareness indicates that responsibility based on duties of one's position

tend to be limited in viewpoint to the maintenance of that particular position i n

reference to the duty of the position and maintaining that position, or the structur e
which holds the position, the particular stone of the pyramid, the particular offic e
of the structure or society, the duty of the entity in that position to carry on his
work of maintaining the position and the structure of the society through his dutie s

and responsibilities .

This Awareness indicates this has been seen as a desired end of many entities, t o

move into ouch positions of leadership and responsibility upon the pyramid of the

society, the government, the bureaucracy, or the corporation levels .

This Awareness wishes entities to look at a new kind of responsibility which is

occurring upon this plane : the ability to respond to that which. is urgent on a moment-

toe, omant basis in your own proximity, in your own time and space continuum, in th e

here and now; the ability to respond to that which is occurring in a manner that i s
necessary and appropriate from a point of view that integrates all of that which i s
occurring with the forces which are of the highest and best possible in such a sit-
uation, so that a reconciliation occurs and harmony results .

This Awareness suggests that response-ability, the ability to respond, may be
likened unto the movement of spontaneous energy bringing into balance and harmon y

that which has moved off to the left or right as  .

This  indicates this as likened unto driving an automobile on an ic y

road wherein the wheels begin to slip and the automobile turns sideways : the response

occurring by turning the wheel, not with thought, net with ideals, not with planning ,
not with training of the intellect for such events ; but with a spontaneous 
that occurs from a feeling level quicker than one can even think to determine wha t

to do .

This Awareness indicate :, this as in relation to the action of being totally integ-
rated with what is happening, rather than thinking in terms of, "It is my duty as a
driver of the vehicle to turn the steering wheel to the left: in a situation such as

this" .

This Awareness indicates that many entities during World War II, particularly
these of Nazi Germany, used their position and their duties given in those positions ,
used their authority and their responsibility to those authorities above themselves ,
 actions of violation toward others, even though they, themselves ,
admitted that it was against their own principles to create such violations .

This Awareness indicates this kind of thinking is not limited to Nazi Germany . I t
occurs within your own nations of today . It occurs within the hearts and minds of

entities today . It occurs within the consciousness of nearly every entity upon thi s
planet "I have a job to do, and though I do not completely agree with the principle s
of my job, I must do my duty" .

This Awareness indicates that the hypocrisy of position, the position of being a
parent, the position of being a leader, the position of being a teacher, the position
of being an expert in this or that area, an authority of this or that concept : these
positions tend to direct and control the behavior of the one sitting in the seat ,
sitting in the position . The action of being a leader tends to force the entity int o
behaving as something other than a human being which he might be were it not for th e
role he is playing as a leader .

This Awareness suggests that during the coming age, entities shall move int o
positions of responsibilities, positions of authority in a system, by their abilit y
to respond to what is needed in terms of serving their fellow human beings, in terms
of serving the areas which the position was created for, rather than holding a
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position by means of force, holding a structure, a government, a civilization by means
of leadership . And these entities moving into positions of responsibility, being abl e
to respond, shall only be in such positions as long as they are responsive for tha t
which they have been designated in terns of serving .`

This Awareness suggests that there Is a vast difference between the public servant
and the leader, the authority of the past . The entity who can be of service may stil l
need certain areas of protection to allow himself or herself the freedom and the roo m
to perform the activities and duties necessary to implement that service . They may
still need to have a special housing, special types of protection, but the action s
shall be those which give service and which are responsive to others who would like t o
usurp their power and take over the position .

This Awareness indicates that when an entity has a position of responsibility and
others are envious of that position, and the entity finds it difficult to maintai n
that p osition because of jealousy from the masses, there is something `not quit e
proper' in that kind of situation . The proper situation would be that wherein an
entity is responsive and .responsible to others, and others rely on that entity, and
wherein another wishes to perform an activity of equal responsibility, that another
office, another position may be created which allows that entity the opportunit y
also to be of service .

This Awareness indicates there needs be no king of the royal mountain, that
is the heights of all power, who must be knocked off in order for another king t o
sit upon the throne . There does need to be opportunities for entities to be o f
service to one another, to be responsive to one another ; and wherein these urgencie s
and needs call for responsive entities, there needs to be some form of adjustment
that can allow a system, a society, to create those duties and jobs and position s
to allow entities the ability to serve, to respond to those needs and urgencies .

This Awareness indicates this in reference on all levels, whether a government ,
a society, a tribe, a corporation or a family .

ED'S NOTE : The Unified States of Awareness, the government of the New Age, is
based upon this principle . The power is on the bottom of the pyramid, the uppe r
levels are only advisories, are only able to give suggestion, recommendations, an d
make requests for the good of the society . If those on the lower tier do not like
the suggestions or recommendations given, they have the power to simply remove tha t
person from the upper tier and replace him with someone else .

For more information on how this operates, please refer to the Akashic Record
booklet, and Revelations of Awareness issues 77-17, 77-18, 77-19, 77-22, 77-23 .

RFVELAI IC)R'S OF AWARFNESS is a cosniC newskc(tcr puhl[Shcd by ('osmir Aii.orene.is ( ' omnu1n;eatjm' .i . P .Q . Box 115 .
Olympia, Washington 98507 . Rates and memLership information available upon re"niest .
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